Abstract. The purpose of this paper is describe Lagrangian Mechanics for constrained systems on Lie algebroids, a natural framework which covers a wide range of situations (systems on Lie groups, quotients by the action of a Lie group, standard tangent bundles...). In particular, we are interested in two cases: singular Lagrangian systems and vakonomic mechanics (variational constrained mechanics). Several examples illustrate the interest of these developments.
Introduction
There is a vast literature around the Lagrangian formalism in mechanics justified by the central role played by these systems in the foundations of modern mathematics and physics. In some interesting systems some problems often arise due to their singular nature that give rise to the presence of constraints manifesting that the evolution problem is not well posed (internal constraints). Constraints can also manifest a priori restrictions on the states of the system which are often imposed either by physical arguments or by external conditions (external constraints). Both cases are of considerable importance.
Systems with internal constraints are quite interesting since many dynamical systems are given in terms of non-symplectic forms instead of the more habitual symplectic ones. The more frequent case appears in the Lagrangian formalism of singular mechanical systems which are a commonplace in many physical theories (as in Yang-Mills theories, gravitation, etc). Also, in systems that appears as a limit (as in Chern-Simons lagrangians); for instance consider the following lagrangian
in the limit m i → 0 for some i. In other cases, it is necessary work with a new singular lagrangian in a extended space since the original lagrangian is "ill defined" (only locally defined on the original space), as it happens for the electron monopole system (see [16] ). Another motivation for the present work is the study of lagrangian systems subjected to external constraints (holonomic and nonholonomic) [3] . These systems have a wide application in many different areas: engineering, optimal control theory, mathematical economics (growth economic theory), subriemannian geometry, motion of microorganisms, etc.
Constrained variational calculus have a rich geometric structure. Many of these systems usually exhibit invariance under the action of a Lie group of symmetries and they can be notably simplified using their symmetric properties by reducing the degrees of freedom of the original system. In previous studies it is imposed a separate study for each class of systems since the lack of a unified framework for dealing simultaneously with all the systems.
Recent investigations have lead to a unifying geometric framework to covering these plethora of particular situations. It is precisely the underlying structure of a Lie algebroid on the phase space which allows a unified treatment. This idea was first introduced by Weinstein [34] in order to define a Lagrangian formalism which is general enough to account for the various types of systems. The geometry and dynamics on Lie algebroids have been extensively studied during the past years. In particular, in [27] , E. Martínez developed a geometric formalism of mechanics on Lie algebroids similar to Klein's formalism of the ordinary Lagrangian mechanics and, more recently, a description of the Hamiltonian dynamics on a Lie algebroid was given in [23, 28] . The key concept in this theory is the prolongation, T E E, of the Lie algebroid over the fibred projection τ (for the Lagrangian formalism) and the prolongation, T E E * , over the dual fibred projection τ * : E * → Q (for the Hamiltonian formalism). See [23] for more details. Of course, when the Lie algebroid is E = T Q we obtain that T E E = T (T Q) and T E E * = T (T * Q), recovering the classical case. Another approach to the theory was discussed in [14] . The existence of symmetries in these systems makes interesting to generalize the Gotay-Nester-Hinds algorithm [13] to the case of Lie algebroids with a presymplectic section. These results are easily extended to the case of implicit differential equations on Lie algebroids.
The second author and collaborators analyzed the case of nonholonomic mechanics on Lie algebroids [8] . Now, we also pretend to study singular Lagrangian systems and vakonomic mechanics on Lie algebroids (obtained through the application of a constrained variational principle).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the notion of a Lie algebroid and several aspects related with it. In particular, we describe the prolongation T E E of a Lie algebroid E over the projection τ : E → Q and how to use this construction to develop Lagrangian mechanics on a Lie algebroid E with a Lagrangian function L : E → R, introducing several important objects, such as the Lagrangian energy E L and the Cartan 2-section ω L . When the Lagrangian function is regular (that is, ω L is nondegenerate), we have existence and uniqueness of solutions for the Euler-Lagrange equations. However, if the Lagrangian is singular (or degenerate) we cannot guarantee these results. Motivated by this fact, in Section 3 we introduce a constraint algorithm for presymplectic Lie algebroids which generalizes the well-known Gotay-Nester-Hinds algorithm. In addition, we show that a Lie algebroid morphism which relates two presymplectic Lie algebroids induces a relation between the two associated constraint algorithms.
In Section 4, we apply the results of Section 3 to singular Lagrangian systems on Lie algebroids. More precisely, given a Lie algebroid τ : E → Q and a singular Lagrangian function L : E → R, we look for a solution X of the presymplectic system (T E E, ω L , d
T E E E L ) which is a SODE along the final constraint submanifold.
An example for an Atiyah algebroid illustrates our theory. In Section 5, we develop a geometric description of vakonomic mechanics on Lie algebroids. In this setting, given a Lie algebroid τ : E → Q, we have a pair (L, M ) where L is a Lagrangian function on E and M ⊆ E is a constraint submanifold. In Section 5.1, we deduce the vakonomic equations using our constraint algorithm and study the particular case when it stops in the first step. In this situation, if the restriction of the presymplectic 2-section to the final constraint algebroid is symplectic, one can introduce the vakonomic bracket, which allows us to give the evolution of the observables. On the other hand, it is well know that classical vakonomic systems can be obtained from a constrained variational principle. This can also be done for vakonomic systems on Lie algebroids, as it is shown in Section 5.2. In the particular case when we do not have constraints, our approach can be seen as the Skinner-Rusk formulation of Lagrangian Mechanics on Lie algebroids. This is explained in Section 5.3, where we also illustrate our results with several interesting examples: If E is the standard Lie algebroid τ T Q : T Q → Q, then we recover some well-known results (see [9] ) for vakonomic systems; in the case when E = g, a real Lie algebra of finite dimension, we are able to model a certain class of Optimal Control problems on Lie groups (see [21, 22] ); for the Atiyah algebroid, we analyze some problems related with reduction in subriemannian geometry by means of the non-holonomic connection [4] . Finally, we study Optimal Control on Lie algebroids as vakonomic systems and, as an illustration of our techniques, we find the equations of motion of the Plate-Ball system.
Lie algebroids
Let E be a vector bundle of rank n over a manifold Q of dimension m and τ : E → Q be the vector bundle projection. Denote by Γ(E) the C ∞ (Q)-module of sections of τ : E → Q. A Lie algebroid structure ([[·, ·]], ρ) on E is a Lie bracket [[·, ·]] on the space Γ(E) and a bundle map ρ : E → T Q, called the anchor map, such that if we also denote by ρ : Γ(E) → X(Q) the homomorphism of C ∞ (Q)-modules induced by the anchor map, then
is called a Lie algebroid over Q (see [25] ).
If Standard examples of Lie algebroids are real Lie algebras of finite dimension and the tangent bundle T Q of an arbitrary manifold Q.
Another example of a Lie algebroid may be constructed as follows. Let π : P → Q be a principal bundle with structural group G. Denote by Φ : G × P → P the free action of G on P and by T Φ : G × T P → T P the tangent action of G on T P . Then, one may consider the quotient vector bundle τ P |G : T P/G → Q = P/G and the sections of this vector bundle may be identified with the vector fields on P which are invariant under the action Φ. Using that every G-invariant vector field on P is π-projectable and the fact that the standard Lie bracket on vector fields is closed with respect to G-invariant vector fields, we can induce a Lie algebroid structure on T P/G. The resultant Lie algebroid is called the Atiyah (gauge) algebroid associated with the principal bundle π : P → Q (see [23, 25] ).
If
, one may introduce, in a natural way, the Lie derivative with respect to X, as the operator
X are the usual differential and the usual Lie derivative with respect to X, respectively.
If we take local coordinates (x i ) on Q and a local basis {e A } of sections of E, then we have the corresponding local coordinates (x i , y A ) on E, where y A (e) is the A-th coordinate of e ∈ E in the given basis. Such coordinates determine local functions ρ i A , C C AB on Q which contain the local information of the Lie algebroid structure and, accordingly, they are called the structure functions of the Lie algebroid. They are given by
These functions should satisfy the relations
which are usually called the structure equations.
If f ∈ C ∞ (Q), we have that
where {e A } is the dual basis of {e A }. On the other hand, if θ ∈ Γ(E * ) and θ = θ C e C it follows that
In particular,
On the other hand,
are Lie algebroids over Q and Q ′ , respectively, then a morphism of vector bundles (F, f ) from E to E If Q = Q ′ and f = id : Q → Q then, it is easy prove that the pair (F, id) is a Lie algebroid morphism if and only if
, ρ) be a Lie algebroid over a manifold Q and E * be the dual bundle to E. Then, E * admits a linear Poisson structure {·, ·} E * , that is,
and, in addition,
If (x i ) are local coordinates on an open subset U of Q, {e A } is a local basis of Γ(E) on U and F, G ∈ C ∞ (E * ) then the local expression of the Poisson bracket of F and G is
where (x i , p A ) are the corresponding coordinates on E * (for more details, see [23] ).
2.1. The prolongation of a Lie algebroid over a fibration.
be a Lie algebroid of rank n over a manifold Q of dimension m and π : P → Q be a fibration, that is, a surjective submersion.
We consider the subset T E P of E × T P defined by
where
} and T π : T P → T Q is the tangent map to π.
Denote by τ π : T E P → P the map given by
for (b, v) ∈ T E P, τ P : T P → P being the canonical projection. Then, if m ′ is the dimension of P , one may prove that
Thus, we conclude that T E P is a vector bundle over P of rank n + m ′ − m with vector bundle projection τ π :
A sectionX of τ π : T E P → P is said to be projectable if there exists a section X of τ : E → Q and a vector field U on P which is π-projectable to the vector field ρ(X) and such thatX(p) = (X(π(p)), U (p)), for all p ∈ P . For such a projectable sectionX, we will use the following notationX ≡ (X, U ). It is easy to prove that one may choose a local basis of projectable sections of the space Γ(T E P ).
The vector bundle τ π :
is called the prolongation of E over π or the E-tangent bundle to P . Note that if pr 1 : T E P → E is the canonical projection on the first factor, then the pair (pr 1 , π) is a morphism between the Lie algebroids (
, ρ) (for more details, see [23] ).
, ρ) be a Lie algebroid of rank n over a manifold Q of dimension m and τ : E → Q be the vector bundle projection. Consider the prolongation T E E of E over τ,
T E E is a Lie algebroid over E of rank 2n with Lie algebroid structure (
If (x i ) are local coordinates on an open subset U of Q and {e A } is a basis of sections of the vector bundle τ
, where τ τ : T E E → E is the vector bundle projection and
for e ∈ τ −1 (U ). Here, ρ i A are the components of the anchor map with respect to the basis {e A } and (x i , y A ) are the local coordinates on E induced by the local coordinates (x i ) and the basis {e A }. Using the local basis {X A , V A }, one may introduce, in a natural way, local coordinates (
On the other hand, we have that
for all A and B, C The vector subbundle (T E E) V of T E E whose fibre at the point e ∈ E is
is called the vertical subbundle. Note that (T E E) V is locally generated by the sections {V A }.
Two canonical objects on T E E are the Euler section ∆ and the vertical endomorphism S. ∆ is the section of T E E → E locally defined by
and S is the section of the vector bundle (T E E)⊗(T E E) * → E locally characterized by the following conditions
Finally, a section ξ of T E E → E is said to be a second order differential equation (SODE) on E if S(ξ) = ∆ or, alternatively, pr 1 (ξ(e)) = e, for all e ∈ E (for more details, see [23] ).
, ρ) be a Lie algebroid of rank n over a manifold Q of dimension m and τ * : E * → Q be the vector bundle projection of the dual bundle E * to E.
We consider the prolongation T E E * of E over τ * ,
T E E * is a Lie algebroid over E * of rank 2n with Lie algebroid structure (
If (x i ) are local coordinates on an open subset U of Q, {e A } is a basis of sections of the vector bundle τ −1 (U ) → U and {e A } is the dual basis of {e A }, then {Y A , P A } is a basis of sections of the vector bundle (τ
* is the vector bundle projection and
for e * ∈ (τ * ) −1 (U ). Here, (x i , p A ) are the local coordinates on E * induced by the local coordinates (x i ) and the basis {e A } of Γ(E * ). Using the local basis {Y A , P A }, one may introduce, in a natural way, local coordinates (
(for more details, see [23] ).
Lagrangian and Hamiltonian mechanics on Lie algebroids
If (x i , y A ) are local fibred coordinates on E, (ρ i A , C C AB ) are the corresponding local structure functions on E and {X A , V A } is the corresponding local basis of sections
From (2.3), (2.4), (2.6) and (2.7), it follows that
Now, a curve t → c(t) on E is a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations for L if -c is admissible (that is, ρ(c(t)) =ṁ(t), where m = τ • c) and 
Note that if E is the standard Lie algebroid T Q then the above equations are the classical Euler-Lagrange equations for L : T Q → R.
On the other hand, the Lagrangian function L is said to be regular if ω L is a symplectic section, that is, if ω L is regular at every point as a bilinear form. In such a case, there exists a unique solution ξ L verifying
In addition, using (2.8), it follows that i SξL ω L = i ∆ ω L which implies that ξ L is a sode section. Thus, the integral curves of ξ L (that is, the integral curves of the vector field ρ τ (ξ L )) are solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equations for L. ξ L is called the Euler-Lagrange section associated with L.
¿From (2.6), we deduce that the Lagrangian L is regular if and only if the matrix
where the functions f A satisfy the linear equations
Another possibility is when the matrix (W AB ) = ∂ 2 L ∂y A ∂y B is non regular. This type of lagrangians are called singular or degenerate lagrangians. In such a case, ω L is not symplectic and Equation (2.10) has no solution, in general, and even if it exists it will not be unique. In the next section, we will extend the classical Gotay-Nester-Hinds algorithm [13] for presymplectic systems on Lie algebroids, which in particular will be applied to the case of singular lagrangians in Section 4.
For an arbitrary Lagrangian function L : E → R, we introduce the Legendre transformation associated with L as the smooth map leg L :
* is well defined and its local expression is
The Legendre transformation induces a Lie algebroid morphism
where T leg L : T E → T E * is the tangent map to leg L : E → E * .
We have that (see [23] )
On the other hand, from (2.11), it follows that the Lagrangian function L is regular if and only if leg L : E → E * is a local diffeomorphism.
Next, we will assume that L is hyperregular, that is, leg L : E → E * is a global diffeomorphism. Then, the pair (T leg L , leg L ) is a Lie algebroid isomorphism. Moreover, we may consider the Hamiltonian function H : E * → R defined by
and the Hamiltonian section ξ H ∈ Γ(T E E * ) which is characterized by the condition
The integral curves of the vector field ρ
for i ∈ {1, . . . , m} and A ∈ {1, . . . , n} (see [23] ).
In addition, the Euler-Lagrange section ξ L associated with L and the Hamilto-
* is a solution of the Hamilton equations for H and, conversely, if µ : I → E * is a solution of the Hamilton equations for
• µ is a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations for L (for more details, see [23] ).
3. Constraint algorithm and reduction for presymplectic Lie algebroids 3.1. Constraint algorithm for presymplectic Lie algebroids. Let τ : E → Q be a Lie algebroid and suppose that Ω ∈ Γ(∧ 2 E * ). Then, we can define the vector bundle morphism ♭ Ω : E → E * (over the identity of Q) as follows
Now, if x ∈ Q and F x is a subspace of E x , we may introduce the vector subspace
Then, using a well-known result (see, for instance, [24] ), we have that
On the other hand, if ♭ Ωx = ♭ Ω|E x it is easy to prove that
where (F ⊥ x ) 0 is the annihilator of the subspace F ⊥ x . Moreover, using (3.1), we obtain that
. Thus, from (3.2), we deduce that
Next, we will assume that Ω is a presymplectic 2-section (d E Ω = 0) and that α ∈ Γ(E * ) is a closed 1-section (d E α = 0). Furthermore, we will assume that the kernel of Ω is a vector subbundle of E.
The dynamics of the presymplectic system defined by (Ω, α) is given by a section X ∈ Γ(E) satisfying the dynamical equation
In general, a section X satisfying (3.4) cannot be found in all points of E. First, we look for the points where (3.4) has sense. We define
¿From (3.3), it follows that
If Q 1 is an embedded submanifold of Q, then we deduce that there exists X :
is not, in general, tangent to Q 1 . Thus, we have that to restrict to E 1 = ρ −1 (T Q 1 ). We remark that, provided that E 1 is a manifold and
Now, we must consider the subset Q 2 of Q 1 defined by
If Q 2 is an embedded submanifold of Q 1 , then we deduce that there exists X :
is not, in general, tangent to Q 2 . Therefore, we have that to restrict to
Consequently, if we repeat the process, we obtain a sequence of Lie subalgebroids (by assumption):
If there exists k ∈ N such that Q k = Q k+1 , then we say that the sequence stabilizes. In such a case, there exists a well-defined (but non necessarily unique) dynamics on the final constraint submanifold Q f = Q k . We write
. From the construction of the constraint algorithm, we deduce that there exists a section X ∈ Γ(E f ), verifying (3.4). Moreover, if X ∈ Γ(E f ) is a solution of the equation (3.4), then every arbitrary solution is of the form
, for all x ∈ Q f . In addition, if we denote by Ω f and α f the restriction of Ω and α, respectively, to the Lie algebroid E f −→ Q f , we have that Ω f is a presymplectic 2-section and then any X ∈ Γ(E f ) verifying Equation (3.4) also satisfies
but, in principle, there are solutions of (3.7) which are not solutions of (3.4) since ker Ω ∩ E f ⊂ ker Ω f .
Remark 3.1. Note that one can generalize the previous procedure to the general setting of implicit differential equations on a Lie algebroid. More precisely, let τ : E → Q be a Lie algebroid and S ⊂ E be a submanifold of E (not necessarily a vector subbundle). Then, the corresponding sequence of submanifolds of E is
. Then, we may consider the corresponding dynamical equations
If we apply our constraint algorithm to the first problem, we will obtain a sequence of Lie subalgebroids of τ :
In a similar way, if we apply our constraint algorithm to the second problem, we will obtain a sequence of Lie subalgebroids of τ
is a dynamical Lie algebroid epimorphism between E and E ′ . This means that:
′ is a surjective submersion and Π |Ex :
is a linear epimorphism, for all x ∈ Q, and (iii) (Π, π)
* Ω ′ = Ω and (Π, π)
Then, we will see that the Lie subalgebroids in the two above sequences are related by dynamical Lie algebroid epimorphisms. First, we will prove the result for k = 1.
Lemma 3.2. If (Π, π) is a dynamical Lie algebroid epimorphism, we have that:
Proof. If x ∈ Q then, using that (Π, π)
* Ω ′ = Ω and the fact that Π |Ex :
is a linear epimorphism, we deduce that
Thus, from (3.5), (3.8) and since (Π, π) * α ′ = α, it follows that
) then, using again (3.5), (3.8) and the fact that (Π, π) * α ′ = α, we obtain that x ∈ Q 1 . This proves that Q ′ 1 ⊆ π(Q 1 ) and the following result
Now, we will see that π 1 :
′ , and an smooth local section s
Note that, using (3.9), we conclude that the restriction s
Next, we will prove that
. Then, we can choose e ∈ E x1 such that Π(e) = e ′ 1 . Thus, from (3.10), we have that
Now, using that π 1 : Q 1 → Q ′ 1 is a submersion, we deduce that there exists
Therefore, ρ(e) ∈ T x1 Q 1 and
On the other hand, if e ∈ Ker(Π |Ex 1 ), then
, and, proceeding as above, we conclude that e ∈ (E 1 ) x1 .
Finally, using that the pair (Π, π) is a dynamical Lie algebroid epimorphism, we obtain that the pair (Π 1 , π 1 ) is also a dynamical Lie algebroid epimorphism.
Next, we will prove the following theorem. 
Proof. The result holds for k = 0, 1. Then, we will proceed by induction.
Assume that the result holds for k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N }. Then, we will prove it for k = N + 1.
Note that if k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N } and x k ∈ Q k then, using the following facts
Thus, proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 3.2, we deduce the result.
We remark that the behavior of the two constraint algorithms is the same. In fact, if we obtain a final Lie subalgebroid τ f = τ k :
and we have a final Lie subalgebroid τ
) then, using (3.6) and (3.11), we deduce that Q k = Q k+1 , i.e., the first constraint algorithm also stops at the level k.
Then, using that (Π, π) * Ω ′ = Ω and that (Π, π) * α ′ = α, we obtain that
Singular Lagrangian systems on Lie algebroids
Let L : E → R be a Lagrangian function on a Lie algebroid τ :
Denote by ω L and E L the Cartan 2-section and the Lagrangian energy, respectively, associated with L. Then, ω L is not, in general, a symplectic section and, thus, the dynamical equation
has not, in general, solution. Moreover, if there exists a solution of the above equation, it is not, in general, a second order differential equation and it is not, in general, unique.
Note that the Legendre transformation leg L : E → E * associated with L is not, in general, a local diffeomorphism. 
by the Legendre transformation is a submersion with connected fibres.
In what follows, we will assume that L is an almost regular Lagrangian. Then, we may prove the following result. 
Proof. Suppose that e is a point of E and that (x i , y A ) are fibred local coordinates in an open subset of E which contains to e. Then, using (2.11), we deduce that
∈ T e E is vertical with respect to the submersion leg 1 :
Thus, if X is vertical, from (2.7), it follows that
This ends the proof of the result. Now, since τ * |M1 : M 1 → Q is a fibration, one may consider the prolongation
) satisfying (4.1) (respectively, (4.2)) can not be found in all the points of E (respectively, M 1 ). Thus, we must apply the general constraint algorithm developed in Section 3.1 for an arbitrary presymplectic system. Assume that this algorithm stops at the level k for the first dynamical equation, that is, there exists a Lie subalgebroid (
, where ρ τ : T E E → T E is the anchor map of the Lie algebroid T E E → E. Moreover, using Proposition 4.3 and the results of Section 3.2, we deduce that the constraint algorithm also stops at the level k for the second equation. In fact, we have that:
Then,
The following diagram illustrates the above situation.
A solution for the above problem is given in the following theorems.
is a submanifold of E k .
(ii) There exists a Lie subalgebroid
to A X and S X , respectively, then the pair (Leg A X , leg S X ) is a Lie algebroid isomorphism. Proof of Theorem 4.4. We consider the smooth map W X : E k → E defined by W X (e) = pr 1 (X(e)), where pr 1 : T E E → E is the restriction to T E E of the canonical projection pr 1 : E × T E → E on the first factor. Now, we will proceed in several steps.
First step: We will prove that
k+1 (leg k+1 (e)) = {W X (e)}, for all e ∈ E k . (4.5) If e ∈ E k then, using (2.3), (2.6), (2.7) and the fact that
On the other hand, it is clear that
Thus, from (4.3), we obtain that (SX − ∆)(e) ∈ Ker(T e leg 1 ).
Therefore, if ρ τ : T E E → T E is the anchor map of the Lie algebroid T E E, then ρ τ ((SX − ∆)(e)) ∈ Ker(T e leg 1 ) = Ker(T e leg k+1 ).
This implies that X * = ρ τ (SX − ∆ |E k ) is a vector field on E k which is vertical with respect to the submersion leg k+1 :
Suppose that the local expression of the section X is
Moreover, since X is (Leg k+1 , leg k+1 )-projectable, the functions X A are constant on the fibres of leg k+1 . Consequently, if e ≡ (x i 0 , y A 0 ) ∈ E k , it follows that the integral curve of X * over the point e is
k+1 (leg k+1 (e)), for all s ∈ R, which implies that
Now, from (4.6), we have that
In addition, using (4.7) and (4.8), one deduces that
On the other hand, if e ′ ∈ S X ∩ leg
and, thus, e ′ ≡ (x i 0 , y A (e ′ )). Furthermore, since e ′ ∈ S X , we obtain that
Second step: We will prove that
In fact, suppose that e, e ′ ∈ E k and leg k+1 (e) = leg k+1 (e ′ ).
Consequently, W X (e) = pr 1 (X(e)) = pr 1 (X(e ′ )) = W X (e ′ ).
So, we have that there exists a smooth map W X : M k+1 → E k such that the following diagram is commutative
Moreover, using (4.5), we deduce that W X : M k+1 → E k is a section of the submersion leg k+1 : E k → M k+1 and
Third step: We will prove the second part of the theorem.
in such a way that the pair (T W X , W X ) is a Lie algebroid monomorphism. We will denote by A X the image of (T E M 1 ) k by the map T W X . Then, it is clear that A X is a Lie subalgebroid (over S X ) and the pair (T W X , W X ) is an isomorphism between the Lie algebroids A X → S X and (
In fact, the inverse morphism is the pair (Leg A X , leg S X ).
Proof of Theorem 4.5. We consider the section ξ X ∈ Γ(A X ) defined by
Using (4.4) and the fact that
Now, from (4.9), we have that
, for all e ∈ S X , which implies that (see (4.3)) (Sξ X )(e) = (SX)(e) = ∆(e), for all e ∈ S X .
Next, suppose that η is another section of the Lie algebroid
Then, it is clear that
and, using (4.3), we deduce that
Thus,
Proof of Theorem 4.6. The section ξ X is a SODE along the submanifold S X . Therefore, from (2.3) and (2.4), we have that the local expression of ξ X is
On the other hand, using (2.6), (2.7), (4.10) and the fact that
Now, the local expression of the vector field ρ
Consequently, the integral curves of ρ A X (ξ X ) satisfy the following equations Remark 4.7. If we apply the results obtained in this Section for the particular case when the Lie algebroid E is T Q, we recover the results proved in [11, 12] for standard singular Lagrangian systems. ⋄ Example 4.8. To illustrate the theory we will consider a variation of an example of singular lagrangian with symmetry. This example corresponds to a mechanical model of field theories due to Capri and Kobayashi (see [6, 7] ).
Consider the lagrangian function
The configuration space is Q = R 4 with local coordinates (x 1 , y 1 , x 2 , y 2 ). Clearly, the lagrangian is singular; in fact, since
The system is invariant by the S 1 action
Note that the action of S 1 on the open subset Q = R 2 × (R 2 − {(0, 0)}) is free and then we may consider the reduced space Q/S 1 and the Atiyah algebroid τ Q |S 1 : T Q/S 1 → Q/S 1 . Taking polar coordinates x 2 = ρ cos θ and y 2 = ρ sin θ, we have that the canonical projection π : Q → M = Q/S 1 is given by
It is clear that the Atiyah algebroid is isomorphic to the vector bundle T M ×R → M .
On the other hand, a local basis of S 1 -invariant vector fields on Q is { , y 1 , ρ,ẋ 1 ,ẏ 1 ,ρ, r) are the local coordinates on T Q/S 1 induced by the local basis {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 0 }, then the reduced lagrangian is
Thus, the Euler-Lagrange equations for l are:
The local basis {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 0 } of Γ(T Q/S 1 ) induces a local basis
The presymplectic 2-section ω l is written as
The energy function is
Thus ker ω l = {X 1 , X 2 , V 1 , V 2 } and the primary constraint submanifold E 1 ⊂ E = E 0 is determined by the vanishing of the constraints functions:
Any solution X ∈ (T E E) 1 of the dynamical equation
is of the form:
wheref andg are arbitrary functions on E 1 . The Legendre transformation leg l is in this particular case:
Therefore, the submanifold M 1 = leg l (T Q/S 1 ) of T * Q/S 1 is defined the constraints p x1 = 0 and p x2 = 0 where we choose coordinates (x 1 , y 1 , ρ; p x1 , p y1 , p ρ , p r ) on T * Q/S 1 .
In the induced coordinates (x 1 , y 1 , ρ; p ρ , p r ) on M 1 , the hamiltonian h :
Applying the constraint algorithm to the presymplectic Lie algebroid (
T E M1 h) we deduce that the final constraint submanifold M 2 is determined by
where there exists a well defined solution of
Now, we return to the lagrangian picture and we study the SODE problem. Observe first that all the solutions X of Equation (4.11) are (Leg 2 , leg 2 )-projectable. Now, if we additionally impose the condition SX = ∆ |E1 , that is,
along E 1 , we obtain that the submanifold S X ⊆ E 1 is uniquely defined as
and, therefore, the section ξ X is the SODE defined by:
Vakonomic mechanics on Lie algebroids
5.1. Vakonomic equations and vakonomic bracket. Let τ : E → Q be a Lie algebroid of rank n over a manifold Q of dimension m and L : E → R be a Lagrangian function on E. Moreover, let M ⊂ E be an embedded submanifold of dimension n + m −m such that τ M = τ |M : M → Q is a surjective submersion. Now, suppose that e is a point of M , τ M (e) = x ∈ Q, that (x i ) are local coordinates on an open subset U of Q, x ∈ U , and that {e A } is a local basis of Γ(E) on U . Denote by (x i , y A ) the corresponding local coordinates for E on the open subset τ −1 (U ). Assume that
where Φ α are the local independent constraint functions for the submanifold M . The rank of the (m × (n + m))-matrix
is maximun, that is,m. On the other hand, since τ M : M → Q is a submersion, we deduce that there exists
, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , m}. Thus,
, for α ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and i ∈ {1, . . . , m}.
Therefore, the rank of the matrix ∂Φ is regular. Then, we will use the following notation
Now, using the implicit function theorem, we obtain that there exist an open subset V of τ −1 (U ), an open subset W ⊆ R m+n−m and smooth real functions
Consequently, (x i , y a ) are local coordinates on M . We will denote byL the restriction of L to M . Now, we will develop a geometric description of vakonomic mechanics on Lie algebroids, naturally generalizing the previous results of the third author and collaborators [9] . Moreover, for the case M = E we also generalize the formulation given by Skinner and Rusk [32, 33] for singular lagrangians to general Lie algebroids.
Consider the Whitney sum of E * and E, E * ⊕ E, and the canonical projections pr 1 : E * ⊕ E −→ E * and pr 2 : E * ⊕ E −→ E. Now, let W 0 be the submanifold
* × Q M and the restrictions π 1 = pr 1 |W0 and π 2 = pr 2 |W0 . Also denote by ν : W 0 −→ Q the canonical projection. The following diagrams illustrate the situation
Next, we consider the prolongation of the Lie algebroid E over τ * : E * → Q (respectively, ν : W 0 → Q). We will denote this Lie algebroid by T E E * (respectively, T E W 0 ). Moreover, we can prolong π 1 : W 0 → E * to a morphism of Lie algebroids
If (x i , p A ) are the local coordinates on E * associated with the local basis {e A } of Γ(E), then (x i , p A , y a ) are local coordinates for W 0 and we may consider the local basis
where (e * ,ě) ∈ W 0 and ν(e
, and the rest of the fundamental Lie brackets are zero. Moreover,
or, in local coordinates,
Moreover, one can consider the presymplectic 2-section Ω 0 = (Tπ 1 , π 1 )
* Ω E , where Ω E is the canonical symplectic section on T E E * defined in Equation (2.5). In local coordinates, 
that is, to solve the constraint algorithm for (
In local coordinates, we have that
If we apply the constraint algorithm,
Since Ker Ω 0 = span{V a }, we get that W 1 is locally characterized by the equations
Let us also look for the expression of X satisfying Eq. (5.3). A direct computation shows that
Therefore, the vakonomic equations are
Remark 5.2. We note that the vakonomic equations can be obtained following a constrained variational principle. Below, we will show this variational way of obtaining these equations (see Subsection 5.2) . ⋄ Of course, we know that there exist sections X of T E W 0 along W 1 satisfying (5.3), but they may not be sections of (ρ ν ) −1 (T W 1 ) = T E W 1 , in general. Then, following the procedure detailed in Section 3, we obtain a sequence of embedded submanifolds
If the algorithm stabilizes, then we find a final constraint submanifold W f on which at least a section X ∈ Γ(T E W f ) verifies
As in [9] , we analyze the case when W f = W 1 . Consider the restriction Ω 1 of Ω 0 to T E W 1 . Proof. It is clear that d
On the other hand, if w ∈ W 1 then, since the elements (d
. Moreover, using a well-known result (see, for instance, [24] ), we deduce that
Conversely, assume that the matrix (d
⊥,Ω0 , it follows that
and, consequently,
In what follows, we will use the following notation
∂y a ∂y b , for all a and b. 
In other words, the local function Ψ α is the zero function, for all α. Therefore, in this case,
∂y a ∂y b , for all a and b. We remark that the condition det ∂
2L
∂y a ∂y b = 0 implies that the corresponding nonholonomic problem determined by the pair (L, D) has a unique solution (see [8] 
Therefore, a local basis of Γ(T E W 1 ) is given by
This implies that 
Now, we will prove the following result. 
Therefore, from (5.2), it follows that
This implies that
and, consequently, the integral curves of ξ 1 are solutions of the vakonomic equations for the system (L, M ).
is another solution of the equation
then it is also a solution of the equation
which implies that ξ
Suppose that (x i , p A ) are local coordinates on W 1 as in Remark 5.5 and that
On the other hand, from (5.6), it follows that
Therefore,
which implies that
Now, we will introduce the following definition.
Suppose that (L, M ) is a regular vakonomic system and that F 1 ∈ C ∞ (W 1 ). Then, the Hamiltonian section of F 1 with respect to Ω 1 is the section H Ω1 F1 of the Lie algebroid T E W 1 → W 1 which is characterized by the equation
Using the Hamiltonian sections, one may introduce a bracket of functions {·, ·} (L,M) :
is called the vakonomic bracket associated with the system (L, M ). 
* be the musical isomorphism induced by Ω 1 which is defined by
Then, we may introduce the section Λ 1 of the vector bundle Λ 2 T E W 1 → W 1 as follows
ν1 is the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket associated with the Lie algebroid
Thus, Λ 1 is a triangular matrix, the pair ( On the other hand, if F 1 ∈ C ∞ (W 1 ) and ρ ν1 is the anchor map of the Lie algebroid T E W 1 → W 1 theṅ
).
Therefore,Ḟ
Consequently, using (5.7), we deduce that
Now, we consider the linear Poisson structure
on E * induced by the Lie algebroid structure on E and the canonical symplectic structure Ω E on T E E * (see Section 2).
Proof. From Remark 5.5, we obtain that (π 1 ) |W1 : W 1 → E * is a local diffeomorphism. Furthermore, using (2.2) and (5.8), we deduce that
. This proves the first part of the corollary. The second part follows from the first one and using the fact that (T(π 1 ) |W1 , (π 1 ) |W1 )
* Ω E = Ω 1 .
Remark 5.10. If (π 1 ) |W1 : W 1 → E * is a global diffeomorphism then we may consider the real function H on E * defined by
The variational point of view. As it is well known, the dynamics in a vakonomic system is obtained through the application of a constrained variational principle [1] . More precisely, let Q be the configuration manifold, L : T Q → R be the Lagrangian function and M ⊂ T Q be the constraint submanifold. Then, one can consider the set of twice differentiable curves which connect two arbitrary points x, y ∈ Q as
This is a smooth manifold of infinite dimension and, given a ∈ C 2 (x, y), the tangent space of C 2 (x, y) is described as
The elements of T a C 2 (x, y) can be seen as the infinitesimal variations of the curve a. Next, one can introduce the action functional δS :
consists of extremizing the functional δS restricted to the subset C 2 (x, y), which is given by
that is, a ∈ C 2 (x, y) is a solution of the vakonomic system if a is a critical point of δS | e C 2 (x,y) . In the particular case when we do not have constraints, i.e. M = T Q, then we recover the variational way to obtain Euler-Lagrange equations. Now, consider a Lie algebroid τ : E → Q and L : E → R a Lagrangian function on it. In [30] it is shown how to obtain the Euler-Lagrange equations (on the Lie algebroid) from a variational point of view. Let us recall some aspects related with this formulation. First, the set of E-paths is defined by
This set is a Banach submanifold of the set of C 1 paths in E whose base path is C 2 . Two E-paths a 0 and a 1 are said to be E-homotopic if there exists a morphism of Lie algebroids Φ : T I × T J → E,
E-homotopy classes induce a second differentiable Banach manifold structure on Adm([t 0 , t 1 ], E). The set of E-admissible paths with this second manifold structure will be denoted by P([t 0 , t 1 ], E). In addition, at each E-admissible curve a, the tangent space is given in terms of the so-called complete lifts of sections. In fact,
(for more details, see [5, 30] ). We recall that if {e A } is a local basis for E and η is a time-dependent section locally given by
then η c , the complete lift of η, is the vector field on E given by
With the second manifold structure that it is introduced on the space of E-paths, it is possible to formulate the variational principle in a standard way. Let us fix two points x, y ∈ M and consider the set P([t 0 , t 1 ], E) y x of E-paths with fixed base endpoints equal to x and y, that is,
In this setting, for the action functional δS : P([t 0 , t 1 ], E) → R given by
L(a(t))dt, the critical points of δS on P([t 0 , t 1 ], E) y x are the curves a ∈ P([t 0 , t 1 ], E) y x which satisfy Euler-Lagrange equations (2.9) (see [30] ). Now, let (L, M ) be a vakonomic system on the Lie algebroid τ : E → Q. We will denote by P([t 0 , t 1 ], M ) y x the set of E-paths in M with fixed base endpoints equal to x and y
We are going to consider infinitesimal variations (that is, complete lifts η c ) tangent to the constraint submanifold M . We are going to assume that there exist enough infinitesimal variations (that is, we are studying the so-called normal solutions of the vakonomic problem). Since M is locally given by y α − Ψ α (x i , y a ) = 0, we deduce that the allowed infinitesimal variations must satisfy
if and only if
Let us look for the critical points of the action functional δS :
If we consider our infinitesimal variations then,
Let p α be the solution of the differential equationṡ
Using Eq. (5.9), we get that
If we use this equality, we deduce that
Finally, using Eq. (5.10) and the fact that
Since the variations η a are free, we conclude that the equations are 
Let us apply the constraint algorithm. First, if Ω 0 is the presymplectic section on W 0 given by Ω 0 = (Tpr 1 , pr 1 )
* Ω E then, since Ker Ω 0 = span{V A }, the primary constraint submanifold W 1 is locally characterized by 11) which are the definition of the momenta. W 1 is isomorphic to E and the vakonomic equations reduce to
Using (5.11), it follows that Equations (5.12) are just the Euler-Lagrange equations for L (see (2.9)). We remark that if E = T Q, this procedure is the Skinner-Rusk formulation of Lagrangian Mechanics (see [32, 33] ). On the other hand, using Proposition 5.3, we deduce that the vakonomic system is regular if and only if the Lagrangian function L is regular.
5.3.2.
The tangent bundle. Let E be the standard Lie algebroid τ T Q : T Q → Q, M ⊆ T Q be the constraint submanifold such that τ T Q|M : M → Q is a surjective submersion and L : T Q → R be a standard Lagrangian function. Suppose that (q A ,q A ) = (q A ,q a ,q α ) are local fibred coordinates on T Q and that the submanifold M is locally described by equations of the forṁ
As we know, the local structure functions of the Lie algebroid τ T Q : T Q → Q with respect to the local coordinates (q A ,q A ) are
and C C AB = 0. Thus, if we apply the results of Sections 5.1 and 5.2 to this particular case we recover the geometric formulation of vakonomic mechanics developed in [9] . In particular, the vakonomic equations reduce to
Lie algebras.
Let g be a real Lie algebra of dimension n. Then, g is a Lie algebroid over a single point. Now, suppose that C is an affine subspace of g modelled over the vector space C of dimension n −m and that e 0 ∈ C, e 0 = 0. We consider a basis {e A } = {e a , e 0 , eā} = {e a , e α } of g such that {e a } is a basis of C and
Denote by (y a , y 0 , yā) = (y a , y α ) the linear coordinates on g induced by the basis {e a , e 0 , eā} = {e a , e α }. Then, C is given by the equations
Next, assume that L : g → R is a Lagrangian function and denote byL : C → R the restriction of L to C. Then, a curve
in C is a solution of the vakonomic equations for the constrained system (L, C) if and only if 
(5.13)
Now, we consider the curve γ in g * whose components with respect to the dual basis {e A } are
that is, γ is the sum of the curve ∂L ∂y and the curve t → λ(t) ∈ C o whose components are λ(t) = (0, p α (t)). Here, C o ⊆ g * is the annihilator of the subspace C. Then, a direct computation, using (5.13), proves that γ satisfies the Euler-Poincaré equations
This result is just the "Optimization Theorem for Nonholonomic Systems on Lie groups" which was proved in [21] (see Theorem 5.1 in [21] ).
5.3.4.
Atiyah algebroids and reduction in subriemannian geometry. Let π : P → Q be a principal bundle with structural group G. The dimension of P (respectively, Q) is n (respectively, m).
Suppose that D is a distribution on P such that
where V π is the vertical bundle to the principal bundle projection π.
We also suppose that D is equipped with a bundle metric , D . Assuming that both D and , D are G-invariant, then one may construct a nonholonomic connection as follows (see [4] ).
We will suppose that the space
has constant dimension r, for all p ∈ P . Under this condition, the horizontal space of the nonholonomic connection at the point p is S ⊥ p , where S ⊥ p is the orthogonal complement of S p on D with respect to the bundle metric , D . We will denote by ω nh : T P → g the corresponding Lie algebra-valued 1-form.
. Now, we consider the Atiyah algebroid τ P |G : T P/G → Q = P/G associated with the principal bundle π : P → Q = P/G. Note that the space of orbits D/G of the action of G on D is a vector subbundle (over Q) of the Atiyah algebroid.
Next, we will obtain a local basis of Γ(T P/G) adapted to the vector subbundle D/G.
For this purpose, we choose a local trivialization of the principal bundle π : P → Q = P/G to be U × G, where U is an open subset of Q. Let e be the identity element of G and assume that there are local coordinates (
h is the horizontal lift of the vector field
h is a G-invariant vector field and {(
On the other hand, we consider a family of smooth maps
such that, for every q ∈ U , {ẽ A (q)} is a basis of g and {ẽ a (q)} a=1,...,r is a basis of the vector space g (q,e) = {ξ ∈ g | ξ P (q, e) ∈ D (q,e) }.
Here, ξ P is the infinitesimal generator of the free action of G on P associated with ξ ∈ g. Now, we introduce the vertical vector fields on U × G given by
is a local basis of G-invariant vector fields on P and
is a local basis of the space of sections of the vector subbundle D → P . Thus, we have the corresponding local basis of sections {e i , e A } = {e i , e a , e α } of the Atiyah algebroid τ P |G : T P/G → Q = P/G which is adapted to the vector subbundle D/G → Q = P/G. Denote by (x i ,ẋ i , y a , y α ) the local coordinates on T P/G induced by the basis {e i , e a , e α }. Then D/G is locally characterized by the equations
On the other hand, if
for all q ∈ U , it follows that
Moreover, if ρ : T P/G → T Q is the anchor map of the Atiyah algebroid τ P |G : T P/G → Q = P/G, we have that ρ(e i ) = ∂ ∂x i , ρ(e A ) = 0. Since the bundle metric , D is G-invariant, it induces a bundle metric , D/G on D/G, with associated lagrangian function l : D/G → R. Therefore, we deduce that a curve
in D/G is a solution of the vakonomic equations for the constrained system (l, D/G) if and only if
Observe that if the basis of sections of D/G, {e i , e a }, is orthonormal then
and the vakonomic equations are:
Of course, it is also possible to study the abnormal solutions taking the lagrangian l ≡ 0. [19, 31] ). As a simple but illustrative example, consider R 3 with the distribution D = ker ω where ω is the Martinet 1-form:
Example 5.11. (See
Consider the vector fields generating D:
∂ ∂x 1 , and the bundle metric , D which makes both vector fields orthonormal.
Take now the action by translations:
We have a principal bundle structure π : Consequently the vakonomic equations are:
That is, p 2 = k constant, and the vakonomic equations are precisely,
2 ) is a constant of motion then we can takeẋ(t) = r sin θ(t) and y 1 (t) = r cos θ(t) where θ(t) verifies the equation of pendulumθ(t) = −kr sin θ(t) (see also Example 5.12).
Optimal Control on Lie algebroids as vakonomic systems.
(See [10, 29] ). Let τ : E → Q be a Lie algebroid and C be a manifold fibred over the state manifold π : C → Q. We also consider a section σ : C → E along π and an index function l : C → R.
One important case happens when the section σ : C → E along π is an embedding, in this case, the image M = σ(C) is a submanifold of E. Moreover, since σ : C −→ M is a diffeomorphism, we can define L : M −→ R by L = l • σ −1 . In conclusion, it is equivalent to analyze the optimal control defined by (l, σ) (applying the Pontryaguin maximum principle) that to study the vakonomic problem on the Lie algebroid τ : E → Q defined by (L, M ).
More generally (without assuming the embedding condition), we can construct the prolongation τ π : T E C → C of the Lie algebroid τ : E → Q over the smooth map π : C → Q, that is T E C = {(e, X p ) ∈ E π(p) × T p C | ρ(e) = T π(X p )}.
Moreover, we have the constraint submanifold M characterized by M = {(e, X p ) ∈ T E p C | σ(p) = e} and the lagrangian function L : T E C → R given by L = l•τ π . This is the vakonomic system associated with the optimal control system. If E = T Q is the tangent bundle of the state space Q, it is not difficult to show that the prolongation of T Q along π : C → Q is just the tangent bundle T C. Under this isomorphism, the constraint submanifold is M = {X ∈ T C | T π(X) = σ(τ C (X))}.
Thus, we recover the construction in [10] , Section 4.
Example 5.12. Consider the following mechanical problem [8, 20, 21] . A (homogeneous) sphere of radius r = 1, mass m and inertia about any axis k 2 , rolls without sliding on a horizontal table which rotates with constant angular velocity Ω about the x 3 -axis. The coordinates of the point of contact of the sphere with the plane are (x 1 , x 2 ). The configuration space of the sphere is Q = R 2 × SO(3) and the Lagrangian of the system corresponds to the kinetic energy and the following optimal control problem:
PLATE-BALL PROBLEM [21] . Given points q 0 , q 1 ∈ Q, find an optimal control curve (x 1 (t), x 2 (t)) on the reduced space that steer the system from q 0 to q 1 ,
2 dt, subject to the constraints defined by Equations (5.14).
Observe that the Plate-Ball problem is equivalent to the optimal control problem given by the section σ : 2 ). Since σ is obviously an embedding this is equivalent to the proposed Plate-Ball problem.
A necessary condition for optimality of the Plate-Ball problem is given by the corresponding vakonomic equations. For coherence with the notation introduced along this paper, denote by
Therefore, the vakonomic problem is given by the Lagrangian L = 2 ) = 0 Therefore y 1 (t) = cos θ(t) and y 2 (t) = sin θ(t), when 1 = (y 1 ) 2 + (y 2 ) 2 . Moreover, it is easy to deduce that p 5 =θ. Now, since y 1 = p 4 + k 1 and y 2 = −p 3 + k 2 with k 1 , k 2 ∈ R constants, taking k 1 = r cos ϕ and k 2 = r sin ϕ then from Equationṗ 5 = y 1 p 3 + y 2 p 4 we deduce thaẗ θ = r cos θ sin ϕ − r sin θ cos ϕ = −r sin(θ − ϕ)
that is, the angle θ satisfies the equation of pendulum, while the coordinates of the contact point satisfy the ODEs:ẋ 1 = cos θ andẋ 2 = sin θ. The remarkable result is that these equations say that the contact point of the sphere rolling optimally traces an Euler elastica (see [18] ).
Conclusions and future work
We have developed a general geometrical setting for constrained mechanical systems in the context of Lie algebroids. We list the main results obtained in this paper:
• We develop a constraint algorithm for presymplectic Lie algebroids and discuss the reduction of presymplectic Lie algebroids.
• For a singular Lagrangian function on a Lie algebroid, we look for solutions of the corresponding dynamical equation, applying the previously introduced constraint algorithm. In addition, we find the submanifolds where the solution is a SODE (a second order differential equation). The theory is illustrated with an example.
• We study vakonomic mechanics on Lie algebroids. As for singular Lagrangian systems, we deduce the vakonomic equations by means of a constraint algorithm. We define the vakonomic bracket in this setting. Furthermore, the variational point of view and some explicit examples are discussed. We remark that we just look for the so-called normal solutions.
We postpone for a future work a detailed variational analysis of vakonomic mechanics on Lie algebroids, including abnormal solutions... We will illustrate our theory with an example related with Optimal Control Theory, but our approach may cover other interesting examples (see [3, 15] ) and admits, in a standard way, variational discretizations (see [2, 17] ).
